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Systems Thinking In Antibiotic Prescribing Management
Antibiotic prescribing decision-making processes are heavily (and rationally) weighted
towards the avoidance of tangible, immediate and short-term risks (averse patient
outcomes), at the cost of the potential catastrophic, but abstract and uncertain future
outcome (widespread of AMR).1 Earlier work suggests that existing AMS interventions to
improve prescribing behaviour have had limited effectiveness.2,3 A different theoretical
model is required to develop a better understanding of doctors’ decision making and help
support the outcome of optimal antibiotic use.4,5,6 Systems dynamics (SD) has
demonstrated its capability to solve management problems in dynamic, complex health
systems.7 In this study, we developed an SD model to simulate doctors’ antibiotic
prescribing decision-making processes and provide prediction of prescribing outcomes in
secondary care. Results: Antibiotic Prescribing Scenario Testing

Methods: System Dynamics Modelling
We performed literature review and secondary analysis of data from three sources
(interviews with senior doctors; surveys with junior doctors; and prescribing records of
patients with E. coli bacteraemia) to identify factors influencing doctors’ decision-making
processes and support SD model development.

We simulated doctors’ prescribing outcomes, measured by the percentage of empiric
decisions compliant with prescribing guidelines before pathogen information became
available, and the percentage of empiric decisions reviewed by microbiologists after the
pathogen information became available. Three influence factors, which are 1) the length
of microbiology laboratory turnaround time of blood cultures, 2) whether blood culture
test results were available, and 3) whether senior doctors in medical wards complied
with prescribing guidelines at empiric stage, were altered to allow simulation of impact
on prescribing outcomes under different scenarios.

Discussion: Implication for Managers and Researchers
The application of systems thinking methodologies embracing complexity and context
dependence in behaviour management as demonstrated here, has the potential for
operational, implementation and health systems research relevant for decision making.
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We synthesized qualitative and quantitative
data, constructed schematic map to visualise
fundamental model structure, drew causal loop
diagrams to capture causal relationships, and
formulated stock and flow diagrams to enable
computer-based simulation. The model passed
a series of validation test to ensure credibility in
simulation results. Fig 1. Prescribing decision-making process

Fig 2(a). Causal loop diagram of prescribing decision-making process at empiric stage, (b) Causal 
loop diagram of prescribing decision-making processes at review stage

Fig 3(a). Stock and flow diagram of prescribing decision-making process at empiric stage, (b) Stock 
and flow diagram of prescribing decision-making processes at review stage

Table 1. Results of ‘what if’ scenario simulations
Policy implication ‘What if’ scenario Simulation result

Empiric stage (92.9% empiric decision in line with prescribing guidelines under baseline scenario)

Shortening 
microbiology 

laboratory 
turnaround time

Scenario 1(a): turnaround time shortened to 2 days or less for all patients Insignificant

Scenario 1(b): turnaround time shortened to 1 day or less for all patients Insignificant

Scenario 1(c): turnaround time shortened to less than 24 hours for all patients Compliant empiric decisions: 93.3%

Increasing senior 
doctors’ guideline 
compliance level

Scenario 2(a): all consultants following the guidelines, while junior doctors not influenced Compliant empiric decisions: 95.3%

Scenario 2(b): all specialty registrars following the guidelines, while junior doctors not influenced Compliant empiric decisions: 96.8%

Scenario 2(c): all specialty registrars and consultants following the guidelines, while junior doctors not influenced Compliant empiric decisions: 99.0%

Scenario 3(a): all consultants following the guidelines, while junior doctors being influenced Compliant empiric decisions: 95.2 %

Scenario 3(b): all specialty registrars following the guidelines, while junior doctors being influenced Compliant empiric decisions: 96.9%

Scenario 3(c): all specialty registrars and consultants following the guidelines, while junior doctors being influenced Compliant empiric decisions: 99.3%

Combination Scenario 4: combined scenario of shortening turnaround time to less than 24 hours and increasing specialty registrars and 
consultants’ guideline compliance level Compliant empiric decisions: 99.4%

Review stage (78.1% empiric decision reviewed by microbiologists under baseline scenario
Improving 

microbiology test 
practices

Scenario 5(a): performing microbiology tests for the patients who were not tested Reviewed empiric decisions: 88.3%

Scenario 5(b): reporting results for the microbiology tests with no result Reviewed empiric decisions: 78.7%

Maximal improvement in compliance at empiric stage was achieved in the combined
scenario. At review stage, doctors’ decision-making could be enhanced if more
opportunities for microbiology input were provided. Improving guideline compliance in
junior doctors alone had limited impact on overall guideline compliance level.


